solution profile – die-cast frame

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL

COLLABORATION
How investing in upfront engineering led to a die-cast
process that cut the cost-per-part by 47%.

THE ONE to turn your manufacturing
challenges into business solutions

AND THEN IT HITS YOU …
On-time delivery of high-quality, complex parts is not enough.
To win, you need to radically reduce costs.

THE SITUATION
Facing major timeline delays caused by supplier quality and capacity issues, a leading global manufacturer needed a
new partner to make a sophisticated and crucial component for a fluidics application. And they needed one quickly.
Current suppliers were manufacturing the component out of billet aluminum material, and were struggling to hold
the tolerances needed to meet exacting product specifications.
Eager to succeed where other manufacturers had failed, MMD assembled an experienced, cross-functional
team who quickly identified three significant issues standing between them and success:
The existing components were
manufactured out of billet aluminum.
This meant 75% of the material had to
be machined away – leading to ongoing
warping and twisting issues.

SOLVING THE

The part was loaded onto a fixture,
machined, and manually adjusted so that
the machining process could be repeated
on both sides of the billet. This was both
cumbersome and time-consuming.

The part required a profile of .025mm
on two surfaces to the datum on the
opposite side of the part. Maintaining
flatness and parallelism was both
exacting and exasperating.

MANUFACTURING CHALLENGE
The MMD team went to work quickly to:

Address issues with part distortion
and warping by utilizing spindle probes,
minimizing thermal growth by heating
the coolant tanks to maintain constant
temperatures, and performing extensive
testing on torque settings of
each operation.

Simplify the machining process with
the design of a complex rotary fixture
so that both sides of the part could be
finish-machined in one setup.

Drive efficiencies through the utilization
of multi-axis machining and a graphite
post component that leveraged MMD’s
in-house graphite machining capabilities
– keeping the process in-house and
eliminating the time and costs associated
with multiple suppliers.

THE DEFINING MOMENT Successfully solving the quality and on-time delivery issues only served to expose an even larger
problem: As designed, the product was too expensive to manufacture profitably. With market demand growing, the
company’s profitability targets would be impossible to meet.
What was needed was an innovative contract manufacturer with the engineering capabilities
and willingness to redesign the entire manufacturing process.

THE MMD APPROACH
Teamwork – Coordinating with the client – and industry-leading
die-cast experts – MMD conducted a “summit” on how a die-cast
process could turn three parts into one.

To radically reduce cost, MMD assembled a
cross-functional team that included MMD
employees, the customer and key supply
chain partners. The goal: to develop a
die-cast alternative to billet machining,
transitioning MMD’s knowledge and
technologies from the billet frame to a diecast process. With the right partners at the
table, success came quickly. And while the
customer sourced – and ultimately tried – a
lower cost overseas supplier, MMD quickly
established itself as the single-source
provider of these parts. Three factors were
critical to success:

Willingness to Invest – Even without the commitment of the
program, MMD invested in the upfront engineering needed to
ensure enhanced quality and efficiency down the road.
Commitment to the Customer – Even after the supplier initially
decided to utilize a low-cost overseas supplier, MMD maintained
its commitment to customer success. In the end, this commitment
led to a relationship that is, today, the company’s largest.

ACHIEVING BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
The new die-cast process ultimately produced the high-quality, on-time,
affordably-priced solution the customer needed to succeed by:

DRIVING PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS

REDUCING ASSEMBLY COST

INCREASING SPEED-TO-MARKET

Implemented a new process and material
for a single component that drove 18% of
the overall assembly cost savings.

Decreased assembly cost 47% by
eliminating additional components
through a revolutionary die-cast process.

Slashed delivery time from the original
supplier’s – from 2 months to 2 weeks.

The MMD

Factor

With a relentless can-do attitude, MMD stuck by
this customer through good times and bad to
become its go-to manufacturing partner.

nF
ocus on Innovation – The entire MMD team made it a priority
to develop cutting-edge processes that would dramatically impact
the customer’s top and bottom lines.
nD
iverse Backgrounds/Perspectives – The company leveraged
its vast expertise in working with various materials, as well as
machining, CNC programming, process development engineering,
quality engineering and inspection.
nS
ingle-Source Supplier – MMD’s wide range of in-house
capabilities ultimately allowed the customer to achieve all of the
quality goals, cost reductions and improvements it demanded.

ONGOING

INNOVATION

Assisting the customer at multiple critical junctures during this program, MMD’s persistent commitment
to solving each unique manufacturing challenge cemented this partnership for years to come.

Building a long-lasting relationship with this
customer, MMD continues to instill confidence
with each and every program performed by
the partnership.
Remaining committed to exceptional customer
service, MMD uses this as a model on how to treat
customers to maximize profitability for customers
and the company.
Aligning with MMD’s 80/20 principle, this customer
and others like it continue to get the level of
attention and resources needed to ensure each
program’s long-term success.
Having discovered innovative die-cast capabilities
through its “summit,” MMD leveraged thought
leadership across disciplines to develop this
process and turn it into an ongoing program.
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